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adaptive Markov chain Monte Carlo, 325
adaptive Metropolis, 325
adaptive resampling, 239
additive noise approximation, 67

for pendulum model, 67
affine Kalman smoother, see RTS

smoother, affine
applications

audio signal processing, 6
biological processes, 5
brain imaging, 5
Gaussian process regression, 5
global positioning system, 2
GPS/INS, 4
inertial navigation, 3
integrated inertial navigation, 4
inverse problems, 7
learning systems, 7
multiple target tracking, 3
physical systems, 7
robotics and autonomous systems, 5
spread of infectious diseases, 5
stochastic optimal control, 6
target tracking, 2
telecommunications, 6

automatic differentiation, 117, 127
auxiliary particle filter, 246

backward-simulation particle smoother,
310

with rejection sampling, 314
batch solution

general Bayesian, 31
to linear regression, 28

Bayes’ rule, 19
Bayesian estimation of parameters, 319
Bayesian filter, 94, 103, 104

for Gilbert–Elliot channel model, 105
Bayesian filtering

applications, 2
as Bayesian inference, 9
equations, 94
equations for discrete state space, 103
equations for HMMs, 104
origins, 7

Bayesian inference
building blocks, 19
connection with ML, 17
philosophy, 17

Bayesian optimal filtering, see Bayesian
filtering

Bayesian optimal smoothing, see

Bayesian smoothing
Bayesian smoother, 253, 261

for Gilbert–Elliot channel model, 261
Bayesian smoothing

applications, 2
as Bayesian inference, 9
equations, 253
equations for discrete state spaces, 261
equations for HMMs, 261
origins, 7

block matrix inverse, 356
bootstrap filter, 242

Chapman–Kolmogorov equation, 94, 104
Cholesky factorization

algorithm, 357
time derivative, 357

companion code repository, 106
conditional distributions

in conditional moments form, 184
constant gradient covariance for polar CT

model, 68
constant velocity model, 48
cubature integration, see spherical

cubature integration
cubature Kalman filter
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additive, 145
fifth order, 163
for coordinated turn model, 149
for pendulum tracking, 149
non-additive, 147

cubature RTS smoother
additive, 282
fifth order I, 287
fifth order II, 289
for coordinated turn model, 290
for pendulum tracking, 284
non-additive, 283

cubature/unscented RTS smoother fifth
order

for coordinated turn model, 290

degeneracy problem, 236
discretization by mean linearization, 60
discretization of linear dynamic models,

49
discretization with a constant gradient, 66
discretized model

car dynamics, 51
constant/Wiener velocity model, 50
mean for the bicycle model, 63
mean for the Cartesian CT model, 61
mean for the polar CT model, 60
pendulum dynamics

Euler–Maruyama, 54
polar coordinated turn

Euler–Maruyama, 57
Wiener process, 49

dynamic linear models, 8
dynamic model

definition, 11
of probabilistic state space model, 91

energy function, 322
derivative for linear Gaussian model,

372, 373
derivative for non-linear Gaussian

model, 375
linear Gaussian model, 332
non-linear Gaussian model, 337
particle filter approximation, 341
recursion, 322
SIR-based approximation, 341

Euler–Maruyama method, 53
Euler–Maruyama simulation, 58
expectation-maximization

algorithm, 328

as coordinate ascend, 327
backward-simulation particle

smoother-based evaluation of Q,
343

evaluation of linear Gaussian Q, 334
evaluation of non-linear Gaussian Q,

338
for linear Gaussian models, 336
maximization of linear Gaussian Q,

336
reweighting smoother-based

evaluation of Q, 344
extended 2nd order RTS smoother

additive, 270
extended Kalman filter

first order additive, 113
first order non-additive, 115
for pendulum tracking, 117
for polar coordinated turn model, 118
iterated, 124
second order additive, 119

extended RTS smoother
additive, 267
for coordinated turn model, 269
for pendulum tracking, 269
iterated, 274
second order, 270

fifth order cubature/unscented RTS
smoother

additive, 287
non-additive, 289

filtering distribution
definition, 94

filtering model, see state space model
Fisher’s identity, 323, 330

for linear Gaussian model, 373

Gauss–Hermite cubature, 139
Gauss–Hermite Kalman filter

additive, 140
for coordinated turn model, 142
for pendulum tracking, 141

Gauss–Hermite quadrature, 22, 138
Gauss–Hermite RTS smoother

additive, 280
for coordinated turn model, 290
for pendulum tracking, 281

Gaussian approximation
definition, 22
in extended Kalman filter, 113
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Gaussian assumed density filter, see

Gaussian filter
Gaussian distribution, 355
Gaussian filter

additive, 133
for Poisson observations, 196
non-additive, 135
with enabling linearizations, 169

Gaussian moment matching, 132, 133
Gaussian process regression, 7
Gaussian random walk, 92

for linear regression, 34
Gaussian RTS smoother

additive, 278
conditional distribution form, 293
non-additive, 280

generalized SLR smoother, 295
generalized statistical linear regression,

205
definition, 204

Hermite polynomial, 137
Hessian matrix, 109

importance sampling, 23, 233
iterated extended Kalman filter, 124

for coordinated turn model, 125
for pendulum tracking, 124

iterated extended RTS smoother, 274
for coordinated turn model, 275
for pendulum tracking, 275

iterated posterior linearization, 208
of a cubic function, 210

iterated posterior linearization filter
additive, 212
conditional distribution form, 216
conditional moment form, 215
non-additive, 214

iterated posterior linearization smoother
additive, 297
conditional moments, 299
for coordinated turn model, 304

Jacobian matrix, 109

Kalman filter, 8
affine, 102
basic, 97
conditional distribution iterated

posterior linearization, 216
conditional moment iterated posterior

linearization, 215

cubature, 145
cubature non-additive, 147
extended, 113
fifth order cubature, 163
fifth order unscented, 163
for car tracking, 99
for Gaussian random walk, 98
for linear regression, 30
for linear regression with drift, 35
Gauss–Hermite, 140
Gaussian, 133
Gaussian non-additive, 135
iterated extended, 124
iterated posterior linearization, 212
Monte Carlo, 195
Monte Carlo iterated posterior

linearization, 224
non-additive extended, 115
non-additive iterated posterior

linearization, 214
second order extended, 119
sigma-point conditional moment, 193

iterated posterior linearization, 222
sigma-point iterated posterior

linearization, 218
sigma-point non-additive conditional

moment, 198
sigma-point non-additive iterated

posterior linearization, 221
stationary, 102
statistical linear regression I, 187
statistical linear regression II, 188
statistical linear regression III, 190
statistical linear regression IV, 192
statistically linearized, 177
statistically linearized non-additive,

177
unscented, 156, 157

Kalman smoother, see RTS smoother

Laplace approximation, 323
least squares estimate, 25
linear approximation, 110, 111
linear quadratic Gaussian regulator, 8
linear regression, 27
linearization, see linear approximation
linearization with respect to initial

condition, 64
linearized continuous-time dynamic

model, 59
local linearization, 241
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loss function
0–1, 21
absolute error, 21
definition, 21
quadratic error, 21

MAP-estimate, 22, 323
marginal likelihood of parameters, 321
Markov chain Monte Carlo, 23, 324
matrix inversion lemma, 356
measurement model

definition, 19
joint distribution of measurements, 93
of probabilistic state space model, 91

Metropolis–Hastings, 324
ML-estimate, 18, 323
MMSE-estimate, 21
Monte Carlo iterated posterior

linearization filter, 224
Monte Carlo Kalman filter, 195
Monte Carlo method, 23, 229
Monte Carlo RTS smoother, 293
multinomial resampling, 238

non-additive transform
in conditional moments form, 183

non-linear transform
additive Gaussian moment matching,

132
additive generalized statistical linear

regression, 205
additive linear approximation, 110
additive quadratic approximation, 112
additive statistical linear regression,

180
additive statistical linearization, 173
additive unscented transform

approximation, 153
non-additive Gaussian moment

matching, 133
non-additive linear approximation,

111
non-additive unscented transform

approximation, 154

on-line learning, 33
optimal filtering, see Bayesian filtering
optimal importance distribution, 241
optimal smoothing, see Bayesian

smoothing

parameter estimation

definition, 319
Gaussian random walk, 333
linear Gaussian models, 332
pendulum model, 343
via Gaussian filtering and smoothing,

337
via particle filtering and smoothing,

340
via Rao–Blackwellization, 345
via state augmentation, 330

particle filter
algorithm, 240
auxiliary, 246
for cluttered pendulum tracking, 243
for pendulum tracking, 243
Rao–Blackwellized, 248

particle marginal Metropolis–Hastings,
342

particle Markov chain Monte Carlo, 342
particle smoother

backward-simulation, 310
Kim’s approximation, 317
marginal, 314
Rao–Blackwellized, 316
reweighting, 314
SIR, 308

posterior distribution
batch linear regression model, 29
definition, 19
joint distribution of states, 93
recursive linear regression model, 30

posterior linearization
definition, 207

posterior linearization filter
for coordinated turn model, 220

posterior mean, 21
posterior statistical linear regression

of a cubic function, 208
prediction, see update
prior distribution

definition, 19
joint distribution of states, 93

probabilistic notation, 27

quadratic approximation, 112
quadrature Kalman filter, see

Gauss–Hermite Kalman filter

Rao–Blackwellization of parameters, 345
Rao–Blackwellized particle filter, 248
Rao–Blackwellized particle smoother,

316
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Rauch–Tung–Striebel smoother, see RTS
Smoother

recursive solution
general Bayesian, 32
to linear regression, 30

rejection sampling, 313
resampling, 237

inverse transform sampling for, 238
multinomial, 238
stratified, 238
systematic, 239

reweighting particle smoother, 314
robust adaptive Metropolis, 325
RTS smoother

affine, 260
basic, 255
cubature, 282, 283
extended, 267
fifth order cubature/unscented, 287,

289
for car tracking, 258
for Gaussian random walk, 258
Gauss–Hermite, 280
Gaussian, 278, 280
iterated posterior linearization I, 297
iterated posterior linearization II, 299
sigma-point iterated posterior

linearization I, 301
sigma-point iterated posterior

linearization II, 302
unscented, 285, 286

sample impoverishment, 242
second order approximation, see

quadratic approximation
sensitivity equations, 323, 334

linear Gaussian model, 372
non-linear Gaussian model, 375

sequential importance resampling, 240
sequential importance sampling, 235
sigma point conditional moment Kalman

filter, 193
sigma-point iterated posterior

linearization filter
additive, 218
conditional moment form, 222
non-additive, 221

sigma-point iterated posterior
linearization smoother

version I, 301
version II, 302

sigma-point non-additive conditional
moment filter, 198

SIR particle smoother, 308
spherical cubature integration

algorithm, 144
state augmentation, 330
state space model

autoregressive (AR) model, 86
bicycle dynamics, 63
car dynamics, 47
car position measurement, 74
Cartesian CT model dynamics, 61
cluttered pendulum, 81
conditional independence, 92
constant velocity model, 48
Gaussian random walk, 92
generalized linear model, 84
Gilbert–Elliot channel model, 87
gyroscope as input, 82
linear Gaussian, 96
linear-in-parameters regression model,

83, 84
Markov property, 92
multiple range measurements, 77
non-linear additive Gaussian, 113
non-linear non-additive Gaussian, 115
notation, 35
pendulum dynamics, 52
pendulum measurement, 76
polar coordinated turn dynamics, 55
probabilistic, 91
radar measurement, 76
robust car measurement, 78
time-varying autoregressive (TVAR)

model, 86
Wiener velocity model, 48

statistical decision theory, 20
statistical inversion, 5, 9
statistical linear regression

conditional moments form, 183
definition, 179
Gaussian approximation from, 180
generalized definition, 204
of a cubic function, 182
of Poisson observations, 185
version I, 179

statistical linear regression filter
version I, 187
version II, 188
version III, 190
version IV, 192
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statistical linear regression smoother, 292
statistical linearization

definition, 171
Gaussian approximation from, 172
of a cubic function, 174
version I, 171
version II, 172
version III, 176

statistically linearized filter
additive, 177
non-additive, 177

stratified resampling, 238
Student’s t-distribution, 78
systematic resampling, 239

Taylor series, 108
time-invariant model, 36
two-filter smoother, 255

unscented Kalman filter
additive, 156
fifth order, 163
for coordinated turn model, 160, 165

for pendulum tracking, 160, 165
non-additive, 157

unscented RTS smoother
additive, 285
fifth order I, 287
fifth order II, 289
for coordinated turn model, 290
for pendulum tracking, 287
non-additive, 286

unscented transform
additive, 153
non-additive, 154

update, see prediction
utility function, 21

Viterbi algorithm, 263
for discrete HMMs, 265
for Gilbert–Elliot channel model, 265

Wiener filter, 7
Wiener velocity model, 48
Woodbury formula, 356
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